Assessment Sheet for Planet Lesson

Student’s Name: __________________

1. Bodies (all must be checked)
   a. Number of moons_____
   b. Planets chosen
      • Original planet __________
      • Two additional planets __________________

2. Written Paragraph to Include
   a. Order_____
   b. Explanation of why illustration is an eclipse_____

3. Graph
   a. Titles: Distance____  Size____  Moons_____
   b. Axes labeled_____
   c. Three items graphed_____

4. Illustration
   a. Correct____
   b. Not correct____
   c. Solar eclipse____
   d. Lunar eclipse____
Planet Data Collection Sheet

1. Planet’s Name: __________________________________________

2. Number of moons your planet has: ____________________.

3. Distance your planet is from the sun: ____________________.

4. Size of your planet: ________________________________

5. List the name of the additional two planets you chose:
   Planet #1_____________________,
   Planet #2_____________________.

6. List the number of moons for planet #1: ________________,
   planet #2: ________________.

7. List the size of planet #1: ________________,
   planet #2: ________________.

8. List the distance from the sun for planet #1: ____________,
   planet #2: ____________.
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